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The Change Curve is a model to understand the different stages of change that we come

across and how we can overcome them. Every business has these states of change to

grow through, not just with a change in situations or events but with people too. This falls

into change management - as without the acceptance to understand from the staff and

the optimism from management, change in the workplace becomes impossible. 

The different stages of the change curve are Shock, Denial, Frustration, Depression,

Experiment, Decision and Integration. Every workplace has to take this curve into

consideration and support employees along the way with change, to make the transitions

smoother and more successful. It is possible to go back and forth through the stages, skip

stages or get stuck in a stage. Patience is key as change can be difficult.

The Kubler-Ross Model

THE  CHANGE  CURVE1.



ENQUIRY & QUOTE
PRODUCTION,MAINTENANCE &

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT 
AFTER SERVICE

ORDER DESPATCH PAYMENT

Every business has a set of processes that make it run. From start to finish, input

to output, supplier to customer - each step is a process in itself. By focusing on

the outputs we can give you statistics, real-time data, insights and much more to

continue improving your business and having more control over your processes.

By understanding each process in more depth you can analyse the unnecessary

steps which eventually, causes loss of time and money.

The diagram below are what areas HanaTech can review in a typical

Manufacturing business to improve from traditional or manual to more efficient,

reliable, updated and real-time. 

PROCESSES

SUPPLIER INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT CUSTOMER
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THE  8  WASTES

In our review we look over the 8 areas for possible wastes - by

reviewing your processes thoroughly we can save TIME & COST in

your business to become more efficient and reliable - retaining

customers and gaining new ones.
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We look at your processes and review your value against your

non-value add. Value is what brings trade and money to your

business which is what we focus on to increase. Waste and

Incidental are non-value add's; Incidental being processes that are

essential but do not add value to the product, Waste refers to the

8 wastes - the processes which we review and focus on to

REDUCE and REMOVE to up your Value Add. 

VALUE  ADD

Value Add vs Non-Value Add 
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 TECHNOLOGY  ADOPT ION  L I FECYCLE

The pace of change in technology is

rapidly increasing - the pandemic has

only increased the need for change. The

world is becoming more digital and

adapting to work more efficiently. The

graph shows the increasing rate of change

in technology over time, why is this

important?  

The gap is growing between the Early

adopters to tech and the 'Laggards'...

new businesses are jumping into new tech

whilst some older businesses are falling

behind and losing trade. By adopting

change we can close the gap and utilise

what's new, stay up to date and innovate

- this makes sure you are ahead of the

competition.

THE RELENTLESS PACE OF

CHANGE IN TECHNOLOGY 

CONTINUES TO MAKE

TECH AVAILABLE TO

NEW DISRUPTORS

BUSINESS ABILITY TO ABSORB

AND LEVERAGE NEW TECH

This adoption curve inspired by Roger Bell shows the culture of innovation -

the adoption of technology.This model shows the first to the last groups of

people who adopt tech: the innovators and the laggards. By being a laggard

this leaves you behind other's and even losing out on business... 
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I NDUSTRY  4 .0

Industry 1.0 - 

Mechanization and the

introduction of steam 

 water power

Industry 2.0 - 

Mass production

assembly lines and

electric power

Industry 3.0 - 

Automated production

including robotics, 

 Computers and IT

systems

Industry 4.0 - 

SMART factory, automation systems, machine

learning and Internet of Things 

We have access to large data, real time analytics

and so much more to improve efficiency and

productivity in the Industrial sectors. 
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I NDUSTRY  4 .0

Industry 4.0 isn't just about digital

transformation of the industry, the innovations

have offered multiple benefits such as:

- Increased productivity as time has increased

due to automation and machines

- Flexibility, speed and quality of manufacturing

e.g. robots and machines producing a high

volume of products at a faster rate with sensors

that monitor quality assurance

- Training and Collaboration: with the real time

insights and data accessibility this enables

teams to gain feedback and improve processes

and train staff to their highest capabilities,

utilising their skills

Why is Industry 4.0 Important?

As the Pandemic hit in 2020,

Digital Change only spiked even

quicker. Because of this, more

and more industries are

embracing technology and

Industry 4.0 is continuing to

innovate.

Industry 4.0 is a collective of erasing the 8

wastes, understanding processes and

maximising Value Add.

The importance of understanding of the current

stages is high - many businesses are still falling

short and behind 4.0. which is causing loss of

trade and even staff. The need to keep up with

change is vital for the survival of industries. 

By understanding what Industry 4.0 is,

businesses are able to see where they lie on the

timeline and review how to innovate their

companies to stay ahead of the curve.
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